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Abstract
In this paper we establish large increment results and moduli of continuty for a two-parameter
fractional Levy Brownian motion on rectangles in the Euclidean plane via estimating upper
bounds of large deviation probabilities on suprema of the two-parameter fractional Levy
Brownian motion. c© 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and results
The laws of iterated logarithm for two-parameter Wiener processes have been in-
vestigated in various directions by many authors, for instance, Orey and Pruitt (1973),
Park (1974), Csorg}o and Revesz (1978) and Lacey (1989), etc. Furthermore, the limit
theorems for the increments of a two-parameter Wiener process on rectangles have
been developed under several conditions by Csorg}o and Revesz (1978), Lin (1985),
Kong (1987), Csorg}o et al. (1994) and Zhang (1996), etc. Many of the above results
are referred to the books of Csorg}o and Revesz (1981), Lin and Lu (1992).
For our purpose we shall here quote one of the results in Csorg}o and Revesz (1978):
Let fX (x; y); (x; y) 2 R2+g be a two-parameter stochastic process, where R2+=[0;1)
[0;1). Consider the rectangle R = [x1; x2)  [y1; y2)R2+(06x1<x2<1; 06y1<
y2<1). Dene the \X -measure" X (R) of R by
X (R) = X (x2; y2)− X (x1; y2)− X (x2; y1) + X (x1; y1):
A stochastic process fW (x; y); (x; y) 2 R2+g is called a two-parameter Wiener process if
(i) W (R) N(0; (R)) for all R=[x1; x2)[y1; y2), where (R)=(x2−x1)(y2−y1),
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(ii) W (0; y) =W (x; 0) = 0 (06x; y<1),
(iii) W (x; y) is an independent increment process, that is, W (R1); W (R2); : : : ; W (Rn)
(n= 2; 3; : : :) are independent r.v.s if R1; R2; : : : ; Rn are disjoint rectangles,
(iv) the sample path function W (x; y; !), where ! 2 
 and (
;S; P) is a probability
space, is continuous in (x; y) with probability one.
Csorg}o and Revesz (1978) obtained the following theorem:
Theorem 1.1. Let fW (x; y); (x; y) 2 R2+g be a two-parameter Wiener process; and let
0<aT6T; bT>T 1=2 be non-decreasing functions of T and dene
T = (2aT (log Ta−1T + log(log bTa
−1=2
T + 1) + log log T ))
−1=2:
Suppose that
(i) T is a non-increasing function of T .
(ii) Ta−1T is a non-decreasing function of T;
(iii) for any > 0 there exists a 0 = 0()> 1 such that
lim sup
k!1
 k = k+161 + 
if 1<60. Further let LT = LT (aT ; bT ) (resp. LT = L

T (aT ; bT )) be the set of rect-
angles R=[x1; x2] [y1; y2]f(x; y): xy6T; 06x6bT ; 06y6bTg for which (R)6aT









T jW (R)j= 1 a:s:
If we also have
(iv) limT!1 (log Ta−1T + log(log bTa
−1=2









T jW (R)j= 1 a:s:
Ortega (1984, 1989) and El-Nouty (1993) etc., have studied the limit behavior
for the increments of one-parameter fractional Brownian motion. In this paper we
are interested in studying such a limit theorem as Theorem 1.1 type for the incre-
ments of a two-parameter fractional Levy Brownian motion with more general sets of
rectangles. Instead of LT , we consider the set CT of rectangles R = [x1; x2]  [y1; y2]
with 06x1<x26AT and 06y1<y26BT for which (R)6aT , where AT and BT are
non-decreasing functions of T .
Throughout this paper we shall always assume the following statements: Let fX (x; y);
(x; y) 2 R2+g be a two-parameter fractional Levy Brownian motion of order 2 with
0<< 1 on (
;S; P), that is, let fX (x; y); (x; y) 2 R2+g be an almost surely con-
tinuous, real-valued Gaussian process on (
;S; P) with mean zero, X (0; 0) = 0 and
stationary increments
EfX (x1; y1)− X (x2; y2)g2 = f(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2g (1.1)
for all distinct two time points (x1; y1) and (x2; y2) in R2+. Then the process fX (x; y)g
is a general form of the two-parameter Levy Brownian motion with =1=2 (cf. Levy,
1965).
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Let us consider the rectangle R := R(s; t; u; v) := [s; s + t]  [u; u + v]R2+ for all
s; u>0 and t; v> 0, and dene the increment X (R) of the two-parameter fractional
Levy Brownian motion on R by
X (R) := X (R(s; t; u; v))
= X (s+ t; u+ v)− X (s; u+ v)− X (s+ t; u) + X (s; u):
Using the property of (1.1), it is easy to see that the standard deviation of X (R) has
the translation invariant with respect to s and u. Put
S(t; v) = fE(X (R(s; t; u; v)))2g1=2:
Using the relation ab= 12(a
2 + b2 − (a− b)2), we have, for all t; v> 0,
S2(t; v) = 2[t2 + v2 − (t2 + v2)]> 0: (1.2)
For 0<T <1, let AT and BT be non-decreasing continuous functions and let aT












T = f2(logGT + log logAT + log logBT )g1=2;
where log x = ln(x _ 1) and m _ n=maxfm; ng. Moreover, put








jX (R(s; t; u; v))j
S(aT ; bT )T
;




jX (R(s; aT ; u; bT ))j
S(aT ; bT )T
;
D3(AT ; BT ; aT ; bT ) =
jX (R(AT ; aT ; BT ; bT ))j
S(aT ; bT )T
:
In the sequel, c and ci (i = 1; 2; : : :) denote positive constants, whose values are
irrelevant.
The main results are as follows:
Theorem 1.2. Let fX (x; y); (x; y) 2 R2+g be a two-parameter fractional Levy Brown-
ian motion of order 2 with 0<< 1. For 0<T <1; let AT and BT be non-decrea-
sing continuous functions; and let aT and bT continuous functions for which
(i) 0<aT6AT ; 0<bT6BT ;
(ii) when AT is bounded; aT tends to zero; otherwise; limT!1 aT > 0; there is the
same relation between BT and bT ;














D1(AT ; BT ; aT ; bT )61 a:s: (1.3)
Theorem 1.3. If; in addition; the following condition is also satised:
(iv) limT!1 logGT =(log logAT + log logBT ) =1; then we have
lim inf
T!1
D2(AT ; BT ; aT ; bT )>1 a:s: (1.4)
Combining Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, we immediately obtain the following limit
theorem:
Corollary 1.1. Under conditions (i){(iv); we have
lim
T!1
D1(AT ; BT ; aT ; bT ) = lim
T!1
D2(AT ; BT ; aT ; bT ) = 1 a:s:
Theorem 1.4. If; instead of condition (iv);
(v) AT =BT !1 as T !1 and
(vi) aT and AT =aT are non-decreasing; then we have
lim sup
T!1
D3(AT ; BT ; aT ; bT )>1 a:s:
Remark 1.1. We can replace conditions (v) and (vi) by
(v)0 BT =AT !1 as T !1 and
(vi)0 bT and BT =bT are non-decreasing.
Combining Theorems 1.2 and 1.4, we have:
Corollary 1.2. Under conditions of Theorems 1:2 and 1:4; we have
lim sup
T!1
D1(AT ; BT ; aT ; bT ) = lim sup
T!1
D2(AT ; BT ; aT ; bT )
= lim sup
T!1
D3(AT ; BT ; aT ; bT ) = 1 a:s:
Remark 1.2. From the above theorems, when AT ; BT ; aT ; bT all tend to innity, we
obtain the large increment results for fX (x; y)g; when AT , BT are bounded and aT , bT
tend to zero, we obtain the moduli of continuity for fX (x; y)g.
Example 1.1. Let fX (x; y); (x; y) 2 R2+g be a two-parameter Levy Brownian motion





T=2, conditions (i){(vi) are satised.
At this time T  (3 log T )1=2 (f(x)  g(x) means that f(x)=g(x)! 1 as x !1) and
S(aT ; bT ) =
p













jX (R(s; t; u; v))j







jX (R(s;pT ; u;pT=2))j
T 1=4(log T )1=2
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= lim sup
T!1
jX (R(T 3=2;pT ; T;pT=2))j






When AT = BT = 1; aT = 1=T; bT = 1=2T , conditions (i){(iv) are also satised, T 
2(log T )1=2 and S(aT ; bT ) =
p



























The following Lemmas 2.1{2.4 are essential to prove the theorems: Let D= ft: t=
(t1; : : : ; tN ); ai6ti6bi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; Ng be a real N -dimensional time parameter space.
We assume that the space D has the usual Euclidean norm jj  jj, that is,








EfX (t)g2 = :  2<1;  > 0
and
EfX (t)− X (s)g26’2(jjt − sjj);
where ’() is a non-decreasing continuous function which satises R10 ’(e−y2 ) dy<1.
The following Lemma 2.1 is a version of Fernique’s inequality (Fernique, 1964)
which is proved in Choi and Lin (1998).
Lemma 2.1. Let fX (t); t 2 Dg be given as the above statements. Then; for > 0;
x>1 and A>
p































n=1 expf−2n−1(A2 − 2N log 2)g<1:
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Lemma 2.2. Let p> 0 and N;m and a be nonzero real numbers with jNmj> 1. Then












fa2 + (jNmj+ 1)2p2gp2
a2 + (jNmj − 1)2p2 :





























































=I + J say:




























a2 + c2 −
p










a2 + c2 −
p
a2 + b2)
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= c2
(a2 + d2)(d2 − c2)(c2 − b2)
(a2 + b2)(
p










(d− c)(c − b) = c2 (a
2 + (jNmj+ 1)2p2 )p2
a2 + (jNmj − 1)2p2 :


















a2 + d2 −
p
a2 + c2 − (
p






















a2 + d2 +
p
a2 + c2
− 2jNmj − 1p










































(a2 + (jNmj+ 1)2p2 )p2
a2 + N 2m2p2
:
Comparing upper bounds of I and J , we obtain Lemma 2.2.
Remark 2.1. We can similarly show the following more general inequality: for






















(a1 − a2)(b1 − b2):
Lemma 2.3 (Leadbetter et al., 1983). Let fij: i; j=1; 2; : : : ; ng be jointly standardized




(i; j) 6=(i0 ; j0)
ji0j0ij j< 1:
Then for any real number u and integers 16l1<l2<   <lf6n and 16l1<l2

















1 + ji0j0ij j
!
; (2.1)











In order to estimate the upper bound for the second term of the right-hand side of
(2.1), we establish the following lemma:
Lemma 2.4. Let fijg; ; f; g and i
0j0
ij be as in Lemma 2:3. Assume that
ji0j0ij j< (ji − i0j jj − j0j)−; i 6= i0; j 6= j0
and set u=
p
(2− )log (fg); where  and  are positive constants such that 0<









1 + ji0j0ij j
!
6c (fg)−0 ;
where 0 = f(1− )− (1+ + )g=f(1+ )(1+ )g> 0 and c is a positive constant
independent of n; f and g.
Proof. Let a be such that 0<a=(1+−)=f(1+ )(1+)g< 1. We split the sumP








































































= c(fg)f(1++)−(1−)g=f(1+)(1+)g = c(fg)−0 ;
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X(2)
6 c(fg)2−aexp(−(1− ji0j0ij j)u2)
6 c(fg)2−a exp(−(2− )log (fg)− (fg)−a(2− )log (fg))




− (2− )log g+ (2− )logf








g2−aexp(−(1− g−a)(2− )log g)








exp(−(2− )(1− f−2a) logf)
6 cf−ag1+a−(2−)=(1+) = c(fg)−0 :
We are now ready to prove Theorems 1.2{1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. For integers k; j; l and r, let
Akjlr = fT :  k−16AT < k;  j−16aT < j;  l−16BT < l;  r−16bT < rg
for any xed > 1. We always consider such k; j; l and r that Akjlr is non-empty. By
condition (iii), we have
c3 r6 j6c4 r and; equivalently; c56j − r6c6 for some
0<c36c4<1 and c56c6<1: (2.2)
By investigating the function f(x) = (x2 + 1)=(x2 + 1) and by (2.2), we have
c7 2( +1)6S2( j;  r)6c8 2(j+1);
c9 2(r+1)6S2( j;  r)6c10 2(r+1)
(2.3)

































+log log  k+log log  l
1=2
= :  −1kjlr (2.4)
for all large k ^ l. By conditions (ii) and (iii), AT and BT are both either bounded or
unbounded. In the bounded case, both aT and bT tend to zero, and hence (and noting
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condition (i)) we have
j6k + 16d1 and r6l+ 16d2 (2.5)
for some positive integers d1 and d2. In the unbounded case, the limit inferiors of aT
and bT are larger than zero, and hence (and also noting condition (i)) we have
d36j6k + 1 and d46r6l+ 1 (2.6)
for some positive integers d3 and d4. Next, we consider only the unbounded case. The
bounded case can be dealed with in the same way. Noting that S(t; v) is increasing on
t and v and using (2.4), we can write
lim sup
T!1


















jX (R(s; t; u; v))j
















jX (R(s; t; u; v))j 1+
S( j;  r)kjlr
:
(2.7)
Let Ckjlr = f(s; t; u; v): 06s6 k −  j−1; 06t6 j; 06u6 l −  r−1; 06v6 rg be a
four-dimensional set. In order to apply Lemma 2.1, we put
Yjr(s; t; u; v) =
X (R(s; t; u; v))
S( j;  r)





S( j;  r)
; z > 0:
Clearly, EYjr(s; t; u; v) = 0;  2 := sup(s;t;u;v)2Ckjlr EfYjr(s; t; u; v)g2 = 1, and further
EfX (R(s1; t1; u1; v1))− X (R(s2; t2; u2; v2))g2
62Ef([X (s1 + t1; u1 + v1)− X (s2 + t2; u2 + v2)]
−[X (s1; u1 + v1)− X (s2; u2 + v2)])2
+([X (s2 + t2; u2)− X (s1 + t1; u1)]− [X (s2; u2)− X (s1; u1)])2g
64Ef[X (s1 + t1; u1 + v1)− X (s2 + t2; u2 + v2)]2
+[X (s1; u1 + v1)− X (s2; u2 + v2)]2
+[X (s2 + t2; u2)− X (s1 + t1; u1)]2 + [X (s2; u2)− X (s1; u1)]2g
616f(s1 + t1 − s2 − t2)2 + (u1 + v1 − u2 − v2)2 g
616 2f
p
(s1 − s2)2 + (t1 − t2)2 + (u1 − u2)2 + (v1 − v2)2 g2:
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Thus we obtain
EfYjr(s1; t1; u1; v1)− Yjr(s2; t2; u2; v2)g2
6’2(
p
(s1 − s2)2 + (t1 − t2)2 + (u1 − u2)2 + (v1 − v2)2 ):
On the other hand, it follows from (2.3) that, for any given 0> 0, there exists a small




































where A is dened in Lemma 2.1. For any given > 0, take 0<0< 2. Then it











jX (R(s; t; u; v))j













Yjr(s; t; u; v)
>
p
















Yjr(s; t; u; v)
>
p
























































jX (R(s; t; u; v))j




Then the Borel{Cantelli lemma and (2.7) yield (1.3) since  is arbitrary. This completes
the proof of Theorem 1.2.
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. We consider only the case that AT and BT are both unbounded
as well. Similarly to (2.7), write
lim inf
T!1












jX (R(s;  j; u;  r))j
















jX (R(s; t; u; v))j 1+
S( j;  r)kjlr
= : J1 − J2: (2.8)
Imitating the proof of Theorem 1.2 and comparing the ranges of t; v in the right-hand
side of (2.7) and J2, we have, for any > 0,
J26 a:s:; (2.9)
provided  is near one enough. Consider J1. For given large N , we dene positive
integers fkj and glr by
fkj =












where [  ] denotes the integer part. For p = 0; 1; : : : ; fkj and q = 0; 1; : : : ; glr , we also
dene incremental random variables
Xjr(Rpq) := X (R(Np j;  j; Nq r;  r)):







X (R(s;  j; u;  r))











X (R(s;  j; u;  r))
S( j;  r)









S( j;  r)
< f2(1− 0) log(fkjglr)g1=2

; (2.10)
provided k^l is large enough. Dene the correlation function of Xjr(Rpq) and Xjr(Rp0q0):
jr(p; q; p0; q0) = Corr(Xjr(Rpq); Xjr(Rp0q0)); p 6= p0; q 6= q0;
and let h= p− p0; m= q− q0. By the relation ab= 12(a2 + b2 − (a− b)2), we obtain
jCov(Xjr(Rpq); Xjr(Rp0q0))j
6jf[(Nh j)2 + (Nm r +  r)2] − [(Nh j)2 + (Nm r)2]g
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jf[(Nh j −  j)2 + (Nm r +  r)2] − [(Nh j −  j)2 + (Nm r)2]g




jf[(Nh j +  j)2 + (Nm r +  r)2] − [(Nh j +  j)2 + (Nm r)2]g
−f[(Nh j +  j)2 + (Nm r)2] − [(Nh j +  j)2 + (Nm r −  r)2]gj
=





Z p(Nh j)2+(Nm r)2
p







Z p(Nh j− j)2+(Nm r+ r)2
p
(Nh j− j)2+(Nm r)2
d(x2)−
Z p(Nh j− j)2+(Nm r)2
p







Z p(Nh j+ j)2+(Nm r+ r)2
p
(Nh j+ j)2+(Nm r)2
d(x2)−
Z p(Nh j+ j)2+(Nm r)2
p
(Nh j+ j)2+(Nm r− r)2
d(x2)
 :
Without loss of generality, assume that h> 0 and m> 0. Applying Lemma 2.2 for
a= Nh j; Nh j −  j; Nh j +  j and p=  r , respectively, we obtain
jCov(Xjr(Rpq); Xjr(Rp0q0))j6cf(Nh+ 1)
2 2j + (Nm+ 1)2 2rg 2r
(Nh− 1)2 2j + (Nm− 1)2 2r :
Thus, by (2.2) and (2.3), we have, for all large k ^ l and N ,
jjr(p; q; p0; q0)j6 c f(Nh+ 1)
2 2j + (Nm+ 1)2 2rg 2r
f(Nh− 1)2 2j + (Nm− 1)2 2rgS2( j;  r)
6 cf(Nh j)2 + (Nm r)2g−1 2r=S2( j;  r)
6 cc−19 
−2f(c3Nh)2 + (Nm)2g−1
6 (h2 + m2)−1  (2hm)−1< (hm)−;
where  = 1 − > 0. In order to estimate an upper bound for the right-hand side of
(2.10), let us now apply Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 for
lplq = Xjr(Rpq)=S(
j;  r); p= 0; 1; : : : ; fkj; q= 0; 1; : : : ; glr ;
jp0q0pq j= jjr(p; q; p0; q0)j< (jhmj)−; h= p− p0 6= 0; m= q− q0 6= 0;
u= ukjlr = f(2− ) log(fkjglr)g1=2; = 20< (1− )1 + +  ;
f = fkj; g= glr :
Then the right-hand side of (2.10) is less than or equal to
f(ukjlr)g(fkj+1)(glr+1) + c(fkjglr)−0
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X (R(s;  j; u;  r))





6expf−c((fkj + 1)(glr + 1))0g+ c(fkjglr)−0
6c(fkjglr)−06c −0(k−j+l−r): (2.11)
Condition (iv) implies one of the following conditions:
(a) for any given M > 0; k− j>M log k and l− r>M log l, provided k ^ l is large
enough;
(b) for any given M > 0; k−j>M log k and k>Ml, provided k^l is large enough;
(c) for any given M > 0; l− r>M log l and l>Mk, provided k ^ l is large enough.














 −0M (log k+log l)<1














 −0M log k <1
by taking M large enough. For condition (c), we have the same convergence. Hence,
by (2.11) and the Borel{Cantelli lemma, we obtain
J1>
p
1−  a:s: (2.12)
Combining (2.8), (2.9) with (2.12) yields (1.4). This completes the proof of
Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. The conditions (i), (iii) and (v) imply that AT =aT ! 1 as







instead of T . Let T1 = 1 and dene Tk+1 by ATk+1 − aTk+1 = ATk ; k>1. For any given
> 0, let
Ck = fX (R(ATk ; aTk ; BTk ; bTk ))>(1− ) S(aTk ; bTk )Tkg:
There exists an integer k0 such that aTk =ATk <
1
2 for k>k0 since aT =AT ! 0 as T !1.



















−(1− ) logATk logATk
aTk






































= 0 ; (2.13)




D3(AT ; BT ; aT ; bT )  lim sup
k!1
D3(ATk ; BTk ; aTk ; bTk )>1 a:s:
Using Remark 2.1 and imitating the estimation of jr(p; q; p0; q0) in the proof of
Theorem 1.3, we have, for 0<T 0<T ,
jCov(X (R(AT ; aT ; BT ; bT )); X (R(AT 0 ; aT 0 ; BT 0 ; bT 0)))j
=jE(X (R(AT ; aT ; BT ; bT ))X (R(AT 0 ; aT 0 ; BT 0 ; bT 0)))j
6c

((AT + aT − AT 0 − aT 0)2 + (BT + bT − BT 0)2)
(AT − AT 0 − aT 0)2 + (BT + bT − BT 0 − bT 0)2
+
((AT + aT − AT 0 − aT 0)2 + (BT − BT 0)2)
(AT − AT 0 − aT 0)2 + (BT − BT 0 − bT 0)2
+
((AT + aT − AT 0)2 + (BT + bT − BT 0)2)
(AT − AT 0)2 + (BT + bT − BT 0 − bT 0)2
+
((AT + aT − AT 0)2 + (BT − BT 0)2)
(AT − AT 0)2 + (BT − BT 0 − bT 0)2

aT 0bT 0
= : c(r1;T;T 0 + r2;T;T 0 + r3;T;T 0 + r4;T;T 0):
For 16j6k − 2, we get ATk − ATj>2aTj . If ATk − ATj>BTk − BTj , then we have, by
condition (iii) and noting that AT =aT !1 as T !1,












Similarly, if ATk − ATj <BTk − BTj , then we have
r1;Tk ;Tj 6 caTk aTj (BTk − BTj + bTk )−2(1−)
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For ri;Tk ;Tj ; i=2; 3; 4, we obtain the similar estimations. Hence, the correlation function
is










; 16j6k − 2:
Using this estimation, we can prove (2.13) along the lines of the corresponding proof
of Theorem 2 in Ortega (1984). The details are omitted.
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